INTELLIGENCE SOLUTIONS FOR GOVERNMENT FROM CARAHSOFT™

Carahsoft delivers industry-leading intelligence solutions to DOD, IC, Civilian, and Law Enforcement agencies. The Carahsoft Intelligence Team is made up of advanced technology providers including several In-Q-Tel portfolio companies whose solutions have been vetted within the Defense and Intelligence Communities. All products are available on GSA Schedule through Carahsoft.

Contact us for a quote today!
We provide a 30 minute quote turn around.
888-662-2724 | intelteam@carahsoft.com
GSA Schedule No. GS-35F-0131R

Intelligence Solutions include:

Most Recent Additions
- Certes Networks - Network Encryption and Data Protection Solutions
- Cloudera - The Fastest Way to Hadoop
- mPower Innovations - Mapping for Utilities
- Sensics - Lightweight Panoramic Head-Mounted Displays
- SteelCloud - STIG-compliant Mobile Device Management

In-Q-Tel Portfolio Companies
- Agent Logic - Event Detection and Response
- Basis Technology - Foreign Language Document and Media Exploitation
- CallMiner - Enterprise-class Speech Analytics Solutions
- Endeca - Guided Navigation, Search, and Analysis
- Forterra - The Leader in Providing Private, Virtual World Technology
- FortiusOne - Bridging the Powerful Analysis of GIS with GeoWeb
- IDELIX - Advanced Visualization Technology
- iMove - High Resolution Wide Area Immersive Video
- Initiate - Effective entity identification and trusted information exchange
- Inxight - Discover, Retrieve and Connect with Critical Information
- Kofax - Securely Automate Capture, Processing and Archiving of Documents
- Language Weaver - Machine Translation Technology
- MetaCarta - Geographical Search and Referencing Solution
- MotionDSP - Software that Dramatically Improves Video
- NovoDynamics - Advanced Image Technology
- piXlogic - Visual Search Engine
- Quantum4D - Visual Interactive Analytic Spaces for Shared Intelligence
- Recorded Future - Temporal Analytics for Open Source Intelligence Analysis
- StreamBase - Complex Event Processing Software
- TerraGo - Export Geospatial Data to PDF

Actiance
Adapx
Agent Logic
Aladdin
Appistry
Asankya
Aspera
Aster Data
Basis Technology
Bit9
Bomgar
BoxTone
CallMiner
Carbonetworks
Centrifuge Systems
Certes Networks
CipherOptics
Cloudera
Composite Software
comScore
Corticon
Decisive Analytics
Endeca
Forterra
FortiusOne
GlobalSCAPE
Humintell
i2
- Thetus - Knowledge Modeling and Discovery Solutions
- Veracode - Application Risk Management Services Platform

Intel
- Appistry - Application Fabric Software
- Asankya - RAPID Protocol for Improving Network Performance and Reliability
- Aspera - Next Generation Data Transport
- Aster Data - Big Data Management and Analysis for Data-Driven Applications
- BoxTone - Proactive Enterprise Mobility Management (EMM) Platform
- Centrifuge Systems - Discover Insights, Patterns & Relationships Hidden in Data
- Composite Software - The Gold Standard in Data Virtualization
- Corticon - COTS-based Business Rules Management Solutions
- Decisive Analytics - Analytical Solutions to Complex Problems
- GlobalSCAPE - Exchange Information Securely Internally or Externally
- Humintell - State-of-the-Art Behavioral Science Training
- i2 - Leading Provider of Intelligence and Investigation Management Software
- Immersion Digitizing - Tactile Feedback Development
- inTTENSITY - The Next Level in Text Extraction
- Jabber - Secure, Always-On, Low Bandwidth XMPP Chat
- JackBe - Trusted & Innovative Mashup Software
- Jama Software - Collaborative Requirements Management Software
- Janya - Mine, Discover, and Act on Unstructured Text
- Jive Software - Leading the Social Business Software (SBS) market
- Kapow - Service Enablement of Web Applications & Web Harvesting of OSINT Data
- Manhattan - Improve Tactical Facility Operations, Management and Reporting
- MarkLogic - Solutions for Leveraging Big Data and Unstructured Information
- MotionDSP - Software that Dramatically Improves Video
- Narus - Unified IP Management and Security
- NetWitness - Actionable understanding of everything happening on the network
- Ngrain - 3D Performance Support Solutions
- Nicira - Virtualize the Network
- Parabon - Extreme-Scale Grid Computing Software and Services
- Progress Software - Enterprise Data Integration Solution
- Saratoga Data Systems - Flume Enables End-to-End IP Acceleration
- Savvion - The Pioneer and Leader in Business Process Management
- Seros Solutions - Net-Centric Information Technology
- SMSi Twister - Scalable Data Enrichment and Data Access Solution

Emerging Security Solutions
- Actiance - safely utilize a range of real-time communications channels
- Aladdin - eToken is the world leader for USB-based authentication solutions
- Bit9 - The Pioneer and Leader in Enterprise Application Whitelisting
- Bomgar - Secure Remote Support for Government Agencies
- CipherOptics - FIPS 140-2 Compliant In-line Network Encryption
- IDELIX
- Immersion
- iMove
- Imperva
- Initiate
- Intermap
- inTTENSITY
- IronClad
- IronKey
- ISC
- Jabber
- JackBe
- Jama Software
- Janya
- Jive Software
- Kapow
- Kofax
- Kortex
- Language Weaver
- Layer7
- M86 Security
- Manhattan
- MapQuest
- MarkLogic
- MetaCarta
- Mobile Reach
- MotionDSP
- mPower Innovations
- Ngrain
- Nicira
- NetWitness
- Narus
- **iMove** - Situational Awareness for Security and Surveillance Applications
- **Imperva** - Monitor, audit, and secure business applications and databases
- **IronClad** - A Secure "PC On A Stick"
- **IronKey** - Secure Mobile Storage, Strong Authentication, Portable Virtual Desktops
- **ISC** - Standards-Compliant Public Key Encryption and Authentication
- **Kortex** - Information System Certification and Accreditation
- **Layer 7** - Secure, Simplify and Scale Web Services
- **M86** - Secure Web Gateway
- **Narus** - Unified IP Management and Security
- **Oculis Labs** - PrivateEye Display Protection
- **Passlogix** - Developer of the v-GO Access Accelerator Suite
- **Q1 Labs** - The Nexus of Security and Networking
- **STEALTHbits** - Infrastructure, Application, & Compliance Management
- **Trust Digital** - Data Security for Mobile Devices
- **Utimaco** - Centralized Data Security Control Across Mixed IT Environments
- **Vormetric** - Enterprise Key Management with Policy Based Encryption

**GIS**

- **Adapx** - Speed Data Collection and Collaboration with Software for Digital Pens
- **FortiusOne** - Bridging the Powerful Analysis of GIS with GeoWeb
- **Intermap Technologies** - 3D Terrain Information
- **MapQuest** - Display Maps, Directions & Traffic in a Web-Based Environment
- **MetaCarta** - Geographical Search and Referencing Solution
- **Mobile Reach** - Enterprise Mobility Software
- **TerraGo** - Export Geospatial Data to PDF
- **ZOS Communications** - Global Location Communications Platform

Read how the National Geospatial-Intelligence Agency is using GeoPDF
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Intelligence Solutions Events

Carahsoft is pleased to sponsor numerous webinars, seminars, tradeshow and on-site events featuring our Intelligence Solutions vendors' latest technologies and offerings. Upcoming events and archived webcasts are listed below.

Upcoming Events

- **Invincea Webcast:**
  
  Prevent Spear-Phishing: Arm the Browser
  
  August 30, 2011

Archived Events

- 3Play Media
- Actiance
- Agent Logic
- Aspera
- Brightcove
- BoxTone
- CallMiner
- CipherOptics
- Composite Software
- Corticon
- Decisive Analytics
- Endeca
- Forterra
- GlobalSCAPE
- i2
- IDELIX
- Imperva
- Informatica
- Information Security Corporation
- Initiate
- InTTENSITY
- IronClad
- IronKey
- Intermap
- Intxight
- Jama Software
- Janya
- Jive
- Kapow
- Kofax
- Language Weaver
- M86
- MarkLogic
- MetaCarta
- Actiance
- Adapx
- Agent Logic
- Aladdin
- Appistry
- Asankya
- Aspera
- Aster Data
- Basis Technology
- Bit9
- Bomgar
- BoxTone
- CallMiner
- Carbonetworks
- Centrifuge Systems
- Certes Networks
- CipherOptics
- Cloudera
- Composite Software
- comScore
- Corticon
- Decisive Analytics
- Endeca
- Forterra
- FortiusOne
- GlobalSCAPE
- Humintell
- i2
MotionDSP
mPower Innovations
NetWitness
Novodynamics
Oculis Labs
piXlogic
Q1 Labs
Quest Software
Recorded Future
Saratoga Data Systems
STEALTHbits
StreamBase
TerraGo
Thetus
Trust Digital
Veracode
Vormetric

Receive e-mail notification of all Carahsoft web seminars and offers!
Join our mailing list
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Intelligence Solutions Contracts

Carahsoft holds a number of vendor-specific contract vehicles to simplify the procurement process. These are featured below.

Government-Wide Contracts

Carahsoft GSA Schedule
GSA Schedule 70
GSA Schedule No. GS-35F-0131R
Term: November 19, 2009 - November 9, 2011
Vendors: Language Weaver, Agent Logic, piXlogic, Narus, Novodynamics, Thetus, CallMiner, IDELIX, Endeca, Inxight, Trust Digital, Streambase, Kapow, Imperva, Decisive Analytics, Centrifuge, Initiate, MetaPass, Q1 Labs, SMS, Aladdin, FortiusOne, Quantum4D, Immersion, ISC, Kortex, Layer7, NGrain, MetaCarta, Passlogix, Seros, Fortisphere, TerraGo, Adapx, Appistry, Jabber

Terms & Conditions

DAR ESI BPA Contract # FA8771-07-A-0303
Vendor: ISC
Effective: through June 14, 2012

State Contracts

California Multiple Award Schedule Contract
Contract # CMAS 3-05-70-2247A
Term: through February 29, 2012
Vendors: Language Weaver, Agent Logic, piXlogic, Narus, Novodynamics, Thetus, CallMiner, IDELIX, Endeca, Inxight, Trust Digital, Streambase, Kapow, Imperva, Decisive Analytics, Centrifuge, Initiate, MetaPass, Q1 Labs, SMS, Aladdin, FortiusOne, Quantum4D, Immersion, ISC, Kortex, Layer7, NGrain, MetaCarta, Passlogix, Seros, Fortisphere, TerraGo, Adapx, Appistry, Jabber

Maryland Master Contract
Commercial Off the Shelf Software (COTS)
Project No.: 050B7800012
Vendors: Filemaker, CADapult, Metapass, Trust Digital, Agent Logic, Callminer, Endeca, Idelix, Inxight, Novodynamics, PiXlogic, Thetus, Bomgar

New York State Contract
Contract # PT63640
Term: through December 31, 2012
Vendor: ISC

Ohio State Contract
Contract # 53302-0
Term: through November 9, 2011

Terms & Conditions

DAR ESI BPA Contract # FA8771-07-A-0303
Vendor: ISC
Effective: through June 14, 2012

State Contracts

California Multiple Award Schedule Contract
Contract # CMAS 3-05-70-2247A
Term: through February 29, 2012
Vendors: Language Weaver, Agent Logic, piXlogic, Narus, Novodynamics, Thetus, CallMiner, IDELIX, Endeca, Inxight, Trust Digital, Streambase, Kapow, Imperva, Decisive Analytics, Centrifuge, Initiate, MetaPass, Q1 Labs, SMS, Aladdin, FortiusOne, Quantum4D, Immersion, ISC, Kortex, Layer7, NGrain, MetaCarta, Passlogix, Seros, Fortisphere, TerraGo, Adapx, Appistry, Jabber

Terms & Conditions

DAR ESI BPA Contract # FA8771-07-A-0303
Vendor: ISC
Effective: through June 14, 2012

State Contracts
Vendors: Language Weaver, Agent Logic, piXlogic, Narus, Novodynamics, Thetus, CallMiner, IDELIX, Endeca, Inxight, Trust Digital, Streambase, Kapow, Imperva, Decisive Analytics, Centrifuge, Initiate, MetaPass, Q1 Labs, SMS, Aladdin, FortiusOne, Quantum4D, Immersion, ISC, Kortex, Layer7, NGrain, MetaCarta, Passlogix, Seros, Fortisphere, TerraGo, Adapx, Appistry, Jabber

Pennsylvania IT Hardware & Software Contracts
Contract # COSTARS-006-025
Term: through March 14, 2012
Vendors: Imperva

Texas DIR
Contract # DIR-SDD-621
Term: through January 8, 2012
Vendors: Agent Logic, Appistry, CADapult, CallMiner, Decisive Analytics, Idelix, Immersion, Inxight, ISC, Kortex, Language Weaver, Layer7, MetaPass, Narus, NetSilica, Ngrain, Q1 Labs, Thetus, Trust Digital

eVA - Virginia’s Total e-Procurement Solution
Vendor ID # E51768
Vendors: Language Weaver, Agent Logic, piXlogic, Narus, Novodynamics, Thetus, CallMiner, IDELIX, Endeca, Inxight, Trust Digital, Streambase, Kapow, Imperva, Decisive Analytics, Centrifuge, Initiate, MetaPass, Q1 Labs, SMS, Aladdin, FortiusOne, Quantum4D, Immersion, ISC, Kortex, Layer7, NGrain, MetaCarta, Passlogix, Seros, Fortisphere, TerraGo, Adapx, Appistry, Jabber

For additional contract and specific ordering information, please contact:
Ellen Ford
Contracts Manager
ellen.ford@carahsoft.com
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Intelligence Solutions White Papers Library

Browse our white paper library for the latest information on our Intelligence Solutions products and services.

Agent Logic
- Event Detection and Response Software for the Real-Time Enterprise

Aspera
- Aspera Mobile
- Aspera Sync
- Ultra High-Speed Transport Technology
- BioIT World: Aspera’s fasp Track for High-Speed Data Delivery
- High-performance File Transfer Solutions: Broadcast and Digital Media
- Aspera fasp™ High Speed Transport: A Critical Technology Comparison

Aster Data
- Aster Data Company Overview
- Aster Data nCluster 4.0
- Aster Data nCluster: TCO Advantage
- A New Approach for Large-Scale Data Management and Data Analysis

Basis Technology
- Name Recognition Technology Must Be Multilingual
- Entity Extraction

CallMiner
- An Advantage in Accuracy: The Benefits of Large Vocabulary Continuous Speech Recognition Systems over Phonetic Recognizers in Call Mining Applications

Centrifuge
- The White Noise of Intelligence: Finding Relevance with Interactive Analytics
- Applying Interactive Analytics to Fight Fraud and Money
Laundering
- Next Generation Information Visualization

Composite Software
- Eight Ways Composite Data Virtualization Adds Value to Enterprise Data Warehousing
- Data Abstraction Best Practices
- Composite Data Virtualization Usage Patterns

Endeca
- Endeca for Criminal Intelligence
- Information Access Platform

Forterra
- Forterra Systems Corporate Overview
- OLIVE Enterprise-Grade Virtual Worlds
- Recipe for Success with Enterprise Virtual Worlds

i2
- Analyst's Workstation 8 Product Overview

IDELEX
- PDT for Military and Defense White Paper
- Pliable Display Technology (PDT)

Imperva
- The Yankee Group: The Web 2.0 Security Train Wreck

Initiate
- Managing Intelligence Data in the New Information Frontier
- Patient Identification in Interoperable Health Systems

inTTENSITY
- inTTENSITY Social Media

Inxight
- Access, Analysis and Awareness with Inxight
- Smartdiscovery Awareness Server
- From Unstructured Data to Actionable Intelligence
- SmartDiscovery and VizSearch
IronKey
- An IronKey for Everyone
- IronKey Features and Specs
- IronKey Anti-Malware Service
- IronKey Basic D200
- IronKey Basic S200
- IronKey Enterprise D200
- IronKey Enterprise S200
- IronKey Enterprise Server
- IronKey Personal D200
- IronKey Personal S200
- IronKey Solutions for Healthcare
- Virtualized Portable Desktops for Disaster Recovery
- Virtualized Portable Desktops for Remote Workers
- Virtualized Portable Desktops for Secure Contractor Access
- IronKey Silver Bullet Service
- IronKey Trusted Access for Banking

JackBe
- An Executive Guide to Mashups in the Enterprise

Jama Software
- 5 Tips on Requirements Traceability to Control Change and Improve Quality
- Requirements Management Redefined
- 7 Tips to Ensure Project Success with Requirements Management
- Analyst Report: The Secret to Designing Products Customers Love

Kapow
- Rethinking Application Integration in the Cloud: A Revolutionary Approach
- Kapow Katalyst for Cloud and SaaS Integration

Language Weaver
- Automated Language Translation for the 21st Century and Beyond

MetaCarta
- MetaCarta Geographic Search and Referencing Platform

NetWitness
- NextGen™ Infrastructure Overview
- NetWitness Spectrum™
- Can I get a NetWitness? I once was blind, but now I see (everything)
- The "Kneber" Botnet

NovoDynamics

Oculis Labs

Parabon Computation

Passlogix

piXlogic

Progress Software

Q1 Labs

Quantum4D

Recorded Future

Revere Data

Saratoga Data Systems

Savvion

Sensics

Seros

SMSi Twister

STEALTHbits

SteelCloud

StreamBase

TerraGo

Thetus

Trust Digital

Utimaco

Veracode

Vormetric

ZOS Communications
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Nominum
- Efficient and Scalable Network

Passlogix
- v-GO Access Accelerator Suite: HSPD-12
- The Need for ESSO
- The Death of Passwords

piXlogic
- piXsearch: Visual Search for Digital Images and Videos

Quantum4D
- Moving Insight Into the Next Dimension

Saratoga Data Systems
- Flume Technology 2010 Data Sheet
- Military Data Sheet
- Flume Technology White Paper

Thetus
- Savanna White Paper

Trust Digital
- Application Notes
- Enterprise Mobility Management CAC Pack
- Enterprise Mobility Management & Security for US Government Smartphones, PDAs and Ruggedized Devices
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Intelligence Solutions Resources

In addition to vendor white papers, Carahsoft offers a range of resources to help you better understand and evaluate a vendor's product, including trialware and demos, as well as a variety of other materials.

- Carahsoft Intelligence Solutions Line Card
- Carahsoft Emerging Technology Solutions
- Intelligence Community Executive Forum

AgentLogic

- Low-to-High: L2H Datasheet
- Solutions Brief: Real-Time Alerting and Event Awareness

Asankya

- ASANKYA RAPIDnode™ Spec Sheet

Aspera

- BioIT World: Aspera's fasp Track for High-Speed Data Delivery
- High-performance File Transfer Solutions: Broadcast and Digital Media
- Aspera fasp™ High Speed Transport: A Critical Technology Comparison

Aster Data:

- Aster Data nCluster 4.5
- Aster Data Company Overview
- Aster Data nCluster 4.0
- Aster Data nCluster: TCO Advantage
- A New Approach for Large-Scale Data Management and Data Analysis

Basis Technology

- Government Desktop Solutions
- Government Enterprise Solutions
- Rosette Entity Extractor
- Rosette Language Identifier
- Rosette Linguistics Platform
- Rosette Name Indexer

Actiance
Adapx
Agent Logic
Aladdin
Appistry
Asankya
Aspera
Aster Data
Basis Technology
Bit9
Bomgar
BoxTone
CallMiner
Cloudera
Carbonetworks
Centrifuge Systems
Certes Networks
CipherOptics
Cloudera
Composite Software
comScore
Corticon
Decisive Analytics
Endeca
Forterra
FortiusOne
GlobalSCAPE
Humintell
i2
Corticon Studio Datasheet
Corticon EDC Datasheet
Corticon EDC Application Connector for Oracle EBS DataSheet
Corticon EDC Application Connector for SAP DataSheet

Decisive Analytics

BOBCAT: Accelerating Intelligence and Analysis Process
BOBCAT Data Sheet

Endeca

Endeca Latitude Cloud
Reinvent Your Business with Agile BI Infrastructure
Gartner 2010 MarketScope for Enterprise Search
Endeca Discovery Framework
Crime Prevention Through Proactive Discovery of Emerging Trends
Enterpris...
- Database Security: Audit and Protect Critical Databases
- SecureSphere - Web Application Firewall
- SecureSphere - Database Security Gateway
- SecureSphere vs. Intrusion Prevention Systems

Initiate
- Enabling Government Programs to Work More Efficiently
- Finding Persons of Interest With Entity Resolution Solutions
- Law Enforcement's Next Secret Weapon
- Rationalizing Data into Information to Detect and Defeat Threats
- Understanding Critical Criminal Connections

Invincea
- Invincea Document Protection
- Invincea Browser Protection

IronClad
- IronClad Brochure

IronKey
- Tompkins Financial Distributes IronKey Locked-Down Secure Computing Devices to Banking Customers
- Video Presentation: Ironclad, Lockheed's fully portable solution operating on IronKey
- IronKey Solutions for Healthcare
- IronKey Case Study: The Royal Marsden
- IronKey Enterprise Online Banking Solution

JackBe
- Presto Enterprise Mashups: Improving National Security with Rapid Data Integration & Visualization
- Improving Government Transparency and Efficiency Through Enterprise Mashups

Jama Software
- Jama Government 2.0 Solutions Datasheet
- Jama Overview: Leverage the Collective Genius of Your Organization
- Why Companies Choose Jama Contour
- Jama Contour's Review Center: How to Gain Consensus to Get Requirements Right
- Jama Videos: Library of How to Videos for Using Contour

Janya
- Why Semantex™ 4.5
- Semantex Enterprise Specifications
- Semantex Product Information

Jive Software
- Jive Corporate Overview Datasheet
- Jive SBS Employee Engagement Center
- Jive SBS Innovation Center
- Jive SBS Marketing and Sales Center
- Jive SBS Support Center

Kofax

- Kofax for Government Datasheet
- Top Ten Reasons to Automate Your AP Processes
- Automating Document Driven Business Processes

Language Weaver

- Customizer Datasheet
- State of the Art in Automated Language Translation Datasheet
- TM Generator Datasheet
- User Dictionary Datasheet

Manhattan

- Manhattan IWMS Module Overview
- The CenterStone Integrated CAFM Software Solution

MapQuest

- Enterprise Edition Brief

MetaCarta

- Corporate Brochure
- Solutions for Government Brochure
- MetaCarta GSRP Datasheet

mPower Innovations

- mPower Outage Management System
- Campus Facilities Management Made Easy
- Electric Services Overview
- GIS With Latitude
- Asset and Outage Management Made Easy
- Asset Management Made Easy

Oculis Labs

- Oculis Labs Brief
- Chameleon Data Sheet
- Private Eye Data Sheet

Narus

- NarusInsight Datasheet
- NarusInsight Discover Suite Datasheet
- NarusInsight Intercept Suite Datasheet
- NarusInsight Secure Suite Datasheet

NovoDynamics
- Verus Datasheet

Oculis Labs
- Oculis Labs Private Eye White Paper

Parabon Computation
- Frontier® Enterprise Grid Platform
- Crush Enterprise
- Frontier Enterprise
- MapReduce Enterprise
- Targeteer Enterprise
- Watchman Enterprise

piXlogic
- piXsearch 2.0 Datasheet
- piXserve Datasheet

Progress Software
- DataXtend SI Overview
- Progress Whitepaper: Addressing Data Integration Challenges With SOA
- Progress Whitepaper: ACORD Framework
- Progress Article: Global Telecoms Business - Defining the Common Model

Q1 Labs
- Delivering Next-Generation SIEM & Log Management

Sensics
- Low-Latency Wireless Video
- xSight Lightweight Panoramic HMD
- zSight Plug-and-play Professional Head-Mounted Display
- zSight Plug-and-play Professional Head-Mounted Display

SMSi Twister
- Twister Data Server® Overview
- Twister Data Integrator® Overview
- Twister Data Framework® Brochure
- Twister Solutions
- Twister Software
- Example Twister Application Brief: Geographic Data Discovery

STEALTHbits
- StealthAUDIT® Management Platform for Data Governance & Compliance
■ StealthAUDIT® Management Platform: Overview

SteelCloud
■ blueARMOR 100™ - The world's first DoD-approved headset for BlackBerry®
■ MobileWorks™ DE for Good
■ SteelWorks Appliance for the BlackBerry Enterprise Server
■ SteelWorks FedMobile™

StreamBase
■ StreamBase Federal Datasheet
■ StreamBase Real-Time Federal Whitepaper
■ VSTI StreamBase Datasheet

TerraGo
■ Customer Stories

Thetus
■ Thetus Data Card
■ Savanna White Paper
■ Thetus Demo Video (MOV)

Veracode
■ Veracode Solutions Brochure
■ Veracode Solutions Fact Sheet

Vormetric
■ Vormetric Data Security Data Sheet
■ 10 Key Steps to Simplify Encryption

ZOS Communications
■ Location Communications Platform™